We propose a new method for generation of quadrilateral meshes. Our algorithm takes a triangle mesh generated on a computer-aided design surface together with a size field as input. A novel cross field, defined on vertices of the triangle mesh, is derived from both curvature directions and constraints on the boundary. Our algorithm uses a modified QMorph algorithm for quad dominant meshing, to follow size field and to align edges with the cross field previously computed.
Introduction
Quadrilateral meshes are preferred over triangular meshes due to their numerical accuracy for both implicit and explicit finite element methods. They are also the preferred mesh in both CAGD and computer graphics. However, the automatic generation of a high quality quad mesh aligned both with boundaries and with principal curvature directions is still a computational challenge. This paper seeks to simplify this computational challenge by 1) extending current state of the art cross field computation techniques to account for prescribed constraints and 2) utilizing a cross field and size field in the QMorph algorithm such that generated quad meshes conform to both size and directions. domain boundary. A more global requirement is that meshes should predominantly be composed of quads and regular vertices.
Previous Work
The tradeoff between local and global criteria may explain the variety of approaches proposed for the automatic generation of quadrilateral meshes: square packing [15] , clustering [3, 9] , local and global operators [8, 13] , streamlining [1, 10] , advancing front [2, 11] and parameterization [4, 5, 14, 16] .
Among these approaches, some can be classified as global as they minimize a global energy, such as the parameterization-based method ( [4, 5, 16] ). Alignment of quads with curvature directions can be controlled explicitly by first computing a smooth cross field with some curvature constraints [4, 5] . But such methods can induce undesired anisotropic elements and provide a weak control on size.
Some other methods that use local operators [13] or advancing front methods are classified as local. With advancing fronts methods such as the QMorph algorithm [11] , control of the size of quadrilateral is reached but the alignment of the quadrilaterals is solely based on the previous front.
Positioning and Contributions
Our approach bridges the gap between local and global methods so as to generate quad-dominant meshes. Similar to Pellenard et al. [12] , we separate the mesh process into two steps: cross field generation and mesh generation. Our two main contributions are as follows:
1. We compute a globally and locally optimal cross field on a triangle mesh of a CAD domain. The added value compared to globally optimal cross field approach [7] is that our approach also reaches local optimality in the sense that cross field is aligned with given constraints either by boundary, curvatures or non-manifoldness. 2. We modify the QMorph algorithm such that generation of new fronts is now cross field-driven instead of growing new fronts orthogonally grown from the previous fronts. This local method advancing front is strongly driven by a globally optimal cross field.
Overview
The input of our algorithm is a CAD domain D given by a boundary representation (part, body, face, loop, edge, vertex), together with a size field. We first precompute a surface triangle mesh S = (V, E, F) of D. The algorithm is then decomposed into two steps. We first compute a cross field defined on vertices of S. We then generate a quad-dominant mesh using a modified QMorph algorithm [11] , such that vertex placement and computation of new fronts is cross field-driven. In our experiments, the number of triangles is nearly 1 − 2%. Triangles are created in our algorithm for the same reasons that in the original QMorph algorithm. Figure 1 depicts the steps of our algorithm.
Cross field
A cross field is computed on the background triangle mesh S. It is derived from the initial requirements to generate square-shaped elements and to generate regular meshes. The principle of cross field algorithms is to minimize the following energy: where e ij denotes an edge, p ij ∈ Z denotes period jumps, and where angles φ i specifying directions θ ij at vertices is the angle between neighboring tangent frames. Our cross field algorithm is an enriched version of the algorithm described in [7] . The added value is that we are able to fix constraints on some parts of the mesh S.
In this section, we first revisit the general principle of Knöppel et al.'s algorithm. Then, we describe our new cross field algorithm. We finally show results for some models.
Knöppel et al.'s algorithm
The principle of curvature alignment algorithm is to minimize a Dirichlet energy E D on D for cross fields (ψ = uX): 
where ∇ denotes the covariant derivative. For a surface triangle mesh, the problem of minimizing energy E D can be turned into the matrix problem
where A is a Hermitian matrix representing the Dirichlet energy on S, M is a Hermitian mass matrix on S, q is the coefficient vector of the guidance discrete curvature field, and u is the vector of complex numbers.
Our approach
We now want to generate a cross field in best accordance with local requirements, such that alignment with boundaries or curvatures. The input of our cross field algorithm is a CAD domain D, together with a background triangle mesh S = (V, E, F). After computing the matrices as described in [7] , we choose and compute constraints for the cross field and we finally solve an over-constrained linear system to get the cross field. The steps of the cross field algorithm are summarized as follows:
1. Compute matrices A and M , and compute discrete curvatures M q 2. Compute constraints 3. Linear least squares solver of the over-constrained linear system
The background surface triangle mesh S can be non-manifold: some edges can be adjacent to more than 2 faces (see Figure 2) . In this case, we decompose S into n triangle meshes S 0 , . . . , S N −1 such that each S i (i = 0, . . . N − 1) is manifold. Figure 2 shows the cross field computed on the four triangles meshes. We note that vertices shared by multiple faces have multiple crosses defined.
Constraints
We now describe the four types of constraints we choose to introduce in the cross field.
Boundary constraints. Constraints are applied on the boundary of the mesh. The aim is to align the cross field with the boundary. It handles the two following limitations of Knöppel textitet al.'s algorithm [7] : (i) for flat surface, the smoothest field computed can deviate from expected cross field (see Figure 3 (a)), (ii)the aligned field is not necessarily aligned with the boundary (see Figure 3 (b)).
Curvature directions constraints.
Constraints are applied for vertices where at least one of the mean and Gaussian differ from 0. The aim is to align the cross field with the principal curvature directions. For some models, the aligned field algorithm in [7] fails to align the cross field with curvature directions (see Figure 3 (c)). We also observe that introducing constraints only on the boundary and no other location can induce a cross field deviated from curvature directions at other places in order to minimize the global Dirichlet energy.
Non manifoldness constraints. Constraints are applied for vertices connected to non-manifold edges (see in the whole mesh S). We notice that on the Figure 2 , edges on the junction of the four faces are manifold if we see them locally inside the face. The edges are non-manidold if we see them in the global domain. Figure 4 shows how the cross field fit the (non-manifold) edge shared by the flat part and the outgoing cylinder.
Sharp edges constraints. Constraints are applied for vertices connected to sharp edges, i.e. edges whose dihedral angle is greater than a parameter we call δ and that is set by default to 30 degrees. So, at this point, for a vertex, we have a direction vector representing the constraint. We also have a unit basis like in Knöppel et al.'s algorithm [7] . Then, using the tangent plane of the vertex, we compute the complex number of the direction vector in the basis defined by the unit basis. 
Linear system with constraints
We remember that the principle of Knöppel et al.'s approach is to solve the linear system of Eq. 3. We introduce a parameter in the right member of Eq. 3 to tradeoff of curvature alignment for constraints alignment. The linear system to solve is now:
with α ∈ R + n , * denotes multiplication, member by member, of two vectors and α i equals 0 if the the vertex of index i belongs to set N 1 and equals 1 otherwise (N 1 denotes the set of constrained vertices and vertices whose edge path length to a constrained vertex is lower than 1). Figure 5 shows how the cross field can be less smooth if vertices close to constraints still have a discrete curvature component in the linear system.
Because of the constraints we previously introduced, the system is over-constrained. We solve it with a linear, least squares method. Without loss of generality, we can assume the first N F columns of the matrix correspond to unconstrained (or free) vertices of that the other N C columns correspond to constrained vertices, such that:
A is a square matrix of size ( 
Remove inconsistent constraints
Introducing constraints can lead to inconsistencies, typically if the curvature directions differ significantly for adjacent vertices. We choose to remove the constraints for the three vertices of a triangles whose index 1 differs from 0. We also remove the constraints for the two vertices of an edge whose adjacent crosses deviate too much. Figure 6 shows how it improves the smoothness of the cross field. On the sphere, singularities are well distributed around one pole. On the other model, the cross field is recomputed locally in a small neighborhood around inconsistencies, making it smoother than before. Figure 7 shows the results of our cross field algorithm on some examples. The output cross field is aligned with curvatures, boundaries and non-manifold edges. The cross field is also globally smooth relative to Dirichlet energy.
Modified QMorph
The QMorph algorithm must now be modified to use the cross field when creating new quadrilaterals and new fronts.
Principle of the original QMorph algorithm [11]
The QMorph quadrilateral mesh generation algorithm contains the following main steps: 1. Creation of a background surface triangle mesh S which covers the entire domain D, as we described in Section 2. It will continually change and shrink while quadrilaterals are formed as fronts advance to interior of the domain. An edge of the quadrilateral mesh can directly come from the initial mesh S or from edges created through operators on S. In this way, robustness is improved because there is no edge to edge intersection checking, contrary to Paving algorithm [2] . 2. Front definition: The initial front is the set of edges of S that are adjacent to only one triangle.
Front edge classification: Each front is initially classified according to angles into one of three states:
0 − 0, 0 − 1, 1 − 0 (following the terminology of Owen et al. [11] ). The state of a front edge defines how the edge will eventually be used in forming a quadrilateral. Angles between adjacent front edges determine the state of an individual front. 4. Front edge processing: Each front edge is individually processed to create a new quadrilateral mesh from triangles in S. The current front always defines the interface between the quadrilaterals and the triangles. Quite often, a quadrilateral mesh generated with the algorithm is not suitable for many applications. For example, for crash test analysis, an analyst prefers an uniform mesh with quadrilateral edges aligning with feature lines and local curvatures. Given a planar face with curve boundary edges and/or interior holes, the algorithm is unable to deliver a uniform mesh, shown in Figure 10 (a). This is due to several shortcomings in the algorithm:
1. Mesh size: At the beginning, the initial triangulation stipulates to the size field along the surface. By steps 4a, 4b and 4d, the triangulation is constantly changed and modified. The triangles in the interior region are distorted and stretched. The size field implicated by the initial triangulation is destroyed after generating several layers of quadrilaterals. 2. Quadrilateral edge alignment: In step 4a, a quadrilateral is formed with the edges from the triangle mesh. It is then smoothed locally in step 4d. These steps cannot guarantee alignment of edges with feature lines or local curvatures and conformance to the local size field.
Modified QMorph
We propose a novel idea to modify the algorithm described in Section 4.1. First, we maintain no edge-toedge intersection checking. Second, we generate edges based on the local size and cross fields. As a result, a newly created quadrilateral will respect the local size field and the local cross field. Consequently, edges will be aligned with feature lines and with principal curvatures directions. Furthermore, we do not need to perform local smoothing. It can be expected that the final quadrilateral mesh also respects the size and cross fields in most regions, except around front collisions.
In this section, the QMorph cross field-driven quadrilateral mesh generation algorithm with cross field is discussed. The proposed approach is able to generate a quadrilateral mesh conforming to the size field and to the cross field without sacrificing the robustness of the original QMorph algorithm. The proposed modifications to the original QMorph are highlighted:
1. Background surface triangle mesh. Unlike for the original QMorph algorithm, there is no need for the mesh size to respect the size field, any triangle mesh can be used. The use of the background mesh has also changed, such that:
(a) it is used to locate which triangle contains the new end point to define a side edge. The new point and its corresponding side edge creation will be discussed below; (b) the edges from the triangulation, i.e. side edges, are still used during the generation of quadrilaterals. In this way, there is no edge to edge intersection checking.
2. Side edge definition: When selecting a front edge from the edge front lists, side edges are defined. The location of the new point is computed based on the local size field and cross field. The final location is defined in such a way that its side edge will respect both size field and cross field. The size field and cross field can be stored with a spatial data structure; for example the ADTree (alternating decision tree) [6] . Figure 9 illustrates how to define a side edge N A −N D from a front edge N A −N B , to minimize the deviation of edges generated from the size field and from the cross field. Point N B is a weighted combination of size and cross field. 3. A similar approach is applied to define side edge N B − N C , based on the size field and the cross field at N D , N B and N C . Once the top edge N C -N D is created by edge swapping, a quadrilateral is formed by its nodes and edges, which conform to the local size and cross fields. There is no need to apply any quality improvement operations, like step 4.d (local smoothing) in the original QMorph algorithm, except when near to front collision regions. The global mesh relaxation is still useful in optimizing the end quality of the mesh but it is not nearly as time consuming as the initial mesh is of much higher quality. We are really interested in relaxation near front collisions. Figure 10 shows how our new approach provide better meshes for both uniform and varying size field. We refer the reader to Table 1 to compare mesh quality.
A keypoint is that the point each time a new point N D is computed with size and/or direction fields, it is then projected on the surface S.
Quadrilateral patterns around cross field singularities.
Special patterns are created around singularities of the cross field: 3 divisions and 5 divisions for positive and negative index singularities respectively. For cases where a singularity is close to the boundary, the pattern edges that might be too closed to existing boundary edges are removed to avoid difficulties in later processing. The pattern orientation is computed by minimizing an energy similar to Eq. 1, such that the edge deviation to the cross field is minimal. Figure 12 illustrates the behavior of our algorithm on real models like the compressor model, the marathon model, and the tower bridge model. Our method behaves well even when aligning the cross field with curvature principal directions as well as on nearly planar areas where boundary constraints on the cross field lead to a well aligned mesh with boundaries. Figure 1 is a sanity check on a typical model in the mesh community: the Fandisk. The mesh provided by our algorithm is well aligned with both sharp features and principal curvature directions.
Results
Quality. During our experiments, we observed that the quad-dominance of the output mesh is nearly 98-99%. We observed that the quadrilateral meshes generated by our new algorithm are generally better 
Model
Jacobian ratio Aspect ratio Orthogonal quality Fandisk (Figure 1) (1.162/1.11) (1.17/1.09) (0.983/0.985) Cylinder (Figure 10(a,b) than those generated by the original QMorph algorithm for conformance with the size field, cross field, and for orthogonality, Jacobian and aspect ratio. Table 1 shows how our algorithm improves quality of the output mesh.
Implementation details. Our algorithm is implemented in C++. The complexity of our algorithm does not depend on the number of singularities. The overall time is slightly increased compared to regular QMorph due to the computation and interrogation of size field and cross field.
Conclusion
We introduced a novel algorithm for generation of quad-dominant meshes. A cross field is first generated on a triangle mesh of the domain such as it is aligned with both principal curvatures directions, boundaries, sharp edges and non-manifold edges. Then, a novel approach based on original QMorph algorithm is described. The generation of new fronts are now cross field-driven instead of orthogonally grown from the previous fronts. The added value of our approach is its capability to generate meshes aligned with principal curvature directions (see Figure 12 (c) and Figure 1(d) ).
